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Representing the Gospels Beyond the Carolingian Center
Beatrice e. Kitzinger

the great theme of gospel illumination in the carolingian period is not only christ and the four evan-
gelists, but how figuration represents them in the manuscript at hand. In other words, the essential subject 
of gospel illumination is the gospel book itself, and how it renders scripture materially present. evangelist 
portraits that show the authors of scripture producing written versions of their testimony constitute the 
best-recognized convention in this self-reflexive vein : scribes-within-texts writing books-within-books 
figure the antecedents of the codex at hand (cf. ill. 19-21)1. crafting painting to characterize the gospel 
genre itself, though, is not limited to depicting scribal practice. in this essay, i focus on elements of gospel 
books that are physical as well as pictorial, and less overtly self-reflexive than images of books and scribes. 
in view of the collection’s theme, « représentations carolingiennes du livre », i wish primarily to raise the 
question of how processes of planning, execution, and destruction may count as acts of representation.

My remarks concern manuscripts outside the central corpus of carolingian illumination. the ma-
nuscripts included here have been localized to Brittany and neustria, to the west of the carolingian 
heartland. possibilities in compositional argument open by turning to these regions that have been less 
prominent in art historical discussion. My use of the term « compositional argument » refers partly to 
constructions of figure and form, which in Brittany and west Francia can prove genuinely alternate to 
those of central-carolingian productions – the beast-headed evangelists common to Breton gospels are 
the best recognized of these creative iconographies2 (cf. ill. 1). However, by « compositional argument » 
i also mean choices in how illumination relates to the body and the fabric of the codex. the composition 
of images and of visual programs more broadly each bear upon the ways illumination may represent 
manuscripts – self-reflexively confirming the gospel book in its status as a book, and affirming the cen-
trality of processes like compilation, transmission, and facture to the core character of the genre.

the complex manuscript held in the Fitzwilliam museum, CambriDge (Ms 45-1980) is a good place 
to begin, because both its iconographic and its physical composition were conceived to frame the 
nature of the book the painting represents. With respect to its pictorial sources, the Fitzwilliam gospels 
numbers among the west-Frankish, Breton-affiliated productions most closely tied to more familiar 
carolingian monuments, but its makers’ construal of traditional images sets the manuscript apart3. 

1. B. Brenk, « schriftlichkeit und Bildlichkeit in der Hofschule Karls des grossen », in Testo e immagine nell’alto medio-
evo. 15-21 aprile 1993. Settimane di studio del Centro Italiano di Studi sull’alto medioevo, 41/2, spoleto, 1994, p. 631-682.

2. studied most comprehensively by M. Besseyre, « une iconographie sacerdotale du christ et des évangélistes dans les
manuscrits bretons du ixe et xe siècles », in J.-L. Deuffic (ed.), La Bretagne carolingienne : entre influences insulaires et 
continentals, éd. Pecia, 12 (2008), p. 7-26 ; and l. lemoine, « le scriptorium de landévennec et les représentations de saint 
Marc », in d. conso, n. Fick and B. poulle (ed.), mélanges François Kerlouégan, Besançon/paris, 1994, p. 363-379. Jonathan 
alexander characterized the Breton divergence from carolingian style and iconography as protest against political and artistic 
hegemony : J. alexander, « la résistance à la domination culturelle carolingienne dans l’art breton du ixe siècle : le témoignage de 
l’enluminure des manuscrits », in landévennec et le monachisme breton dans le haut moyen Âge, landévennec, 1986, p. 269-280.

3. F. Wormald, an Early breton gospel book : a Ninth-Century manuscript from the Collection of H.l. bradfer-lawrence,
cambridge, 1977.
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in a pattern common to the Breton and carolingian spheres, the Fitzwilliam manuscript begins with 
a maiestas domini-type composition (ill. 2). the maiestas fundamentally comments on two central 
subjects of the gospel genre – the person of christ and the fourfold unity of the evangelists. the com-
positional argument of the Fitzwilliam example appears in the notable freedom with which the image 
type was handled, as compared to more familiar cases4 (cf.ill. 31).

the cambridge image is conceived as a maiestas but the figure at the center complicates the type. 
In Christ’s place appears an un-haloed, shod, and vested man in a fluid posture. Following Norden-
falk, I consider the figure best called Jerome, but it is critical to note that Christ is not absent from the 
image5. in instances such as the northern-Frankish gospel held in köln, Diözesan- und Dombibliothek, 
cod. 14, Jerome is presented like one of the evangelists, in the act of composing his latin text. such 
an image introduces the factor of translation to that of transcription in a visual account of gospel book 
production, affiliating the clerical figure of Jerome with the apostolic/witness figures of the evange-
lists. Instead of writing, however, the Cambridge figure reaches out to touch the books of Mark and 
John. as he occupies christ’s compositional place, he excavates sacerdotal aspects of christ’s nature 
and presence in the gospels. But, as he does not unequivocally figure a priestly Christ himself, the 
half-dancing man also activates connotations of substitution for christ’s person from the ecclesiastical 
side – a tenet in which the gospel book itself participates.

In addition to the blend of Jerome and Christ staged in the central figure, a creative collapse of types 
appears among the Fitzwilliam evangelists : only John bears his scripture in the common fashion of 
evangelist symbols. the others address themselves to books on writing pulpits, as human evangelist 
figures might do. Together, the unconventional central figure and surrounding symbols create a state-
ment of gospel harmony bound to the place of the Fitzwilliam gospels itself within the church. the 
symbol form of the evangelists contextualizes the presence of the book in view of ezekiel and John’s 
apocalyptic visions, while Jerome’s gesture underscores the complete, physical quality of the evange-
lists’ codices, drawing attention to the equivalent physical form of the book at hand.

the Fitzwilliam gospels boasts a rich program concerned in various ways with representing the 
contents and significance of the gospels. i will not treat the details of further images here, but do 
wish to raise one vital structural point about the way the program is designed. the Fitzwilliam 
gospels adds a major compositional possibility to our knowledge of ninth-tenth century gospel 
illumination in the conception of its program across the manuscript at large. the visual spine of 
the compendium is the passion : a single narrative sequence is distributed across the four gospel 
accounts, with images positioned close to corresponding episodes in text. a page in Matthew is 
missing that would match the location of a last supper to partner the betrayal image preserved in 
Mark and a crucifixion in Luke6. the end of John’s gospel is likewise missing, so it is impossible 
to say whether there might have been a resurrection scene. given the pattern established by the sur-

4. I comment on the self-reflexive character of Touronian maiestas compositions in B. Kitzinger, « graphic and Figural 
Representation in touronian gospel illumination », in M. Brown, i. garipzanov and B. tilghman (ed.), graphic Devices and 
the Early Decorated book, Woodbridge, 2017, p. 179–202.

5. F. Wormald, an Early breton…, op. cit., p. 8, n.1 : Wormald refers to a lecture given by nordenfalk at cambridge in 1973. 
For nordenfalk’s suggested localization of the manuscript to Fleury : nordenfalk, Review, an Early breton gospel book, 
The burlington magazine 120 (april, 1978), p. 243-244. i commented previously on the image in B. Kitzinger, « troyes, 
Bibliothèque municipale ms. 960 : approaches to ninth-tenth century Breton gospel illumination », rivista di Storia della 
miniatura, 17 (2013), p. 29-42, at p. 35-36. i will discuss the manuscript fully elsewhere.

6. J. o’Reilly, « the Book of Kells and two Breton gospel Books », in c. laurent and H. davis (ed.), Irlande et bretagne, 
vingt siècles d’histoire, Rennes, 1994, p. 217-223, at p. 220.
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viving paintings, however, it seems clear that the book was composed to have a passion sequence 
running through it.

the distribution of illumination in the Fitzwilliam gospels – a unique survival in the period7 – itself 
constitutes an aspect of how painting frames the contents and genre of the book. While it comments 
on the importance of the passion within the life of christ and the gospel book’s role in representing it, 
the continuous visual narrative also represents the nature of the collection itself as a plural unity8. the 
maiestas-type composition first poses this theme. The narrative laced through the book then follows 
through on the frontispiece’s premise. as a whole, the illumination presents the combined processes 
of textual transmission, manuscript production, and visual framing that represent christ’s history and 
teachings within a particular iteration of the gospel genre.

Key to the identity of the gospel genre is that it does not consist only in scripture. the Breton gospel 
held in boulogne-Sur-mer, bibliothèque municipale, ms. 8, which boasts a splendid set of beast-
headed evangelists, demonstrates a different approach to representation of the identity and presence 
of the book at hand by focusing attention on the prologues. the portraits of Matthew, Mark and John 
occupy their prologue pages in a way that creates balanced reciprocity between the images of the 
evangelists and their prologue texts (ill. 58)9. Script and figures together occupy the regular area of 
the text block, its profile respected by Matthew’s jutting elbow – like Mark’s on f. 42r, and John’s 
narrower stance on f. 95v – and broken only by the cloth draped over his left shoulder, which flutters 
into the margin. A pale blue wash – yellow for John, omitted at Mark – fills out the area, providing a 
background complete with corner – a consistency that underscores the page design. this design creates 
a give and take between word and image as the prologue text, including the first capital lines, flows 
around the evangelists’ forms. the line of script even observes Matthew’s slightly protruding left foot.

in its page design, the Boulogne gospels offers a corollary to both the theological and the practical 
tradition that privileges text over image in both the ascribed value and the planning of the book10. 
Moreover, the design cements the prologues as a site of representation not only for the individual 
evangelist figures, but also for their place within the whole collection of verbal and visual material 
that makes up a gospel book11. the prologues provide personal information about the evangelists and 

7. the closest parallel for the textual illumination of Fitzwilliam 45-1980 is the Book of Kells (assuming a missing cruci-
fixion image in the Irish case). With the exception of a text-embedded crucifixion, the correspondence is limited to the simple 
presence of images within the text – neither the iconography nor the positioning of the Kells scenes matches Fitzwilliam. the 
liturgical logic for placing the temptation of christ, as discussed by carol Farr, negates an overarching « harmony » function 
for the Kells images, as does the occurrence of both « Arrest » and (putative) crucifixion in Matthew. Jennifer O’Reilly has 
cited evidence deeming a direct connection between Kells and Fitzwilliam 45-1980 unlikely (see note 6). on Kells : c. Farr, 
The book of Kells : Its Function and audience, london/toronto/Buffalo, 1997.

8. the theme of harmony is a staple of gospel program. see, e.g., l. nees, The gundohinus gospels, cambridge Ma, 
1987, p. 159 sq., especially p. 167 ; p. underwood, « the Fountain of life in Manuscripts of the gospels », Dumbarton oaks 
Papers, 5 (1950), p. 43-138.

9. color images of all the portraits in boulogne-Sur-mer, bibliothèque municipale, ms. 8 are available at www.enluminu-
res.culture.fr (last accessed August 15, 2016). On Luke, whose portrait is configured differently, see B. Kitzinger, « Troyes, 
Bibliothèque municipale ms. 960… », op. cit., p. 36.

10. on the carolingian theology of text and image : l. saurma-Jeltsch, « das Bild in der Worttheologie Karls des großen : 
zur christologie in karolingischen Miniaturen », in R. Berndt (ed.), Das Frankfurter Konzil von 794 : Kristallisationspunkt 
karolingischer Kultur, Mainz, 1997, t. 2, p. 635-675.

11. John’s portrait in Fitzwilliam 45-1980 appears as the headpiece for the prologue text (f. 128r). the other evangelist 
figures have full-page images proximate to the prologues : Matthew and Luke’s appear on rectos with the prologue on the 
verso (f. 22r and 87r) ; Mark’s follows the prologue on a verso, facing his text incipit (f. 63v).
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the circumstances of their writing. they are supplements to scripture that became an expected part 
of a gospel book, defining the genre by its tradition of transmission and authorship as well as by its 
proximity to the person of christ. in Boulogne, verbal and visual portraits of the evangelists fully sup-
plement one another : drawing itself becomes part of the gospel apparatus, even as the apocalyptic cha-
racterization of the evangelists interprets their figures and the greater theological context of the book.

How and where the evangelists are depicted is generally a defining point in how any individual 
manuscript represents the gospel genre. The difficult case of reimS, bibliothèque municipale, ms. 8 
offers a crucible in which to evaluate book decoration as a process of representation, and to consider 
how acts of image selection and composition figure in visually establishing the nature of a manuscript.

Reims 8 was held by the abbey of saint-thierry near Reims, at least from the late eleventh century12. 
it includes more elements to help with dating than most examples here : on f. 7v, the ample remaining 
space following the conclusion of Matthew’s prologue is occupied by calendar entries annotated to 
describe the biblical events that occurred on the given date. Following these appears a poignant note 
from more recent history, referring to the Battle of soissons on June 15, 923, part of the fraught period 
of carolingian succession in the tenth century. charles the simple, endeavoring to retain control over 
western Francia, killed count Robert of neustria, who led a nobles’ revolt. the entry in Reims 8 gives 
the exact date of the battle, noting the death of Robert « and many others13 ».

lawrence nees remarked on Reims 8 in an essay on carolingian collecting, and it is also essentially 
in the spirit of collecting that i wish to discuss the book. nees focused on the drawing of a tetrarchan 
coin that appears in the margin of f. 49r below Mark 4, beside a vignette depicting christ’s entomb-
ment (ill. 59). Both drawings, as nees described, demonstrate the way a manuscript may become the 
repository for recording motifs gleaned from other contexts14. i would like to address this question 
relative to the gathering of figures that represent the four evangelists in Reims.

On folio 68v of Reims 8 appears an unorthodox cluster of figures that serve as the evangelist portraits 
(ill. 60). they have all been labeled, each name ensconced in a formal tabula ansata15. While the impulse 

12. see Henri loriquet’s catalogue entry in the Catalogue général des manuscrits des bibliothèques publiques de France. 
Départements, 38, paris, 1904, p. 9-14, including ascription of the ownership inscriptions (f. 1r and 111r) and neumes to the 
eleventh century, p. 13 ; also M. de lemps, Trésors de la bibliothèque municipale de reims, t. 1 (manuscrits), Reims, 1978, 
cat. n° 11, with the ownership inscriptions (and heavy marginal glosses) dated to the twelfth century ; J. porcher, l’Empire ca-
rolingien, paris, 1968, p. 199-201 ; F. Wormald, an Early breton…, op. cit., p. 13, n. 1. Reims 8 is dated 880-900 by Bonifatius 
Fischer : B. Fischer, Die lateinischen Evangelien bis zum 10. Jahrhundert, t. 1, Freiburg, 1988 (Reims 8 as Br). the manuscript’s 
hybrid visual features include an elaborate Chi-rho initial in the Matthean genealogy (f. 12v), in the insular tradition ; and an 
l–i ligature at Matthew characteristic of tours (f. 12r). on the textual elements : H. simpson McKee, « Breton Manuscripts of 
Biblical and Hiberno-latin texts », in t. o’loughlin (ed.), The Scriptures and Early medieval Ireland, turnhout, 1999, p. 275-
290, at p. 290 ; l. lemoine, « contribution à la reconstitution des scriptoria Bretons », bulletin du Cange, 59 (2001), p. 261-268.

13. anno dccccxxiii ab INCarNaTIoNE D[omI]NI N[oST]rI IH[ES]U [CHrIST]I xvii kal iulii. In die dominica fuit 
bellum in pago suessionense inter karolu[m] regem [et] rotb[er]tum rege[m] ibiq[ue] ipsa die interiit rotbertus rex [et] multi 
alii. loriquet considered the two additions to be the same hand and contemporary to the main script.

14. l. nees, « notes on collecting in the First Millennium of the common era. perspectives from West of china », in 
v. Rujivacharakul (ed.), Collecting China : The World, China, and a Short History of Collecting, newark de, 2011, p. 184-
193, here p. 188-189.

15. Much more common in Breton/loire examples is to label the evangelists within the plaques that they hold, as in the 
leofric gospels (oxforD, bodleian library, auct. d.2.16), or lonDon, british library, egerton 609 ; or in unframed form 
near their heads, as in the Harkness gospels (new York, Public library, Ma 115). Within carolingian gospel conventions, 
the tabula ansata form might derive from plaques labeling the canon tables, e.g., in the Harley gospels (lonDon, british 
library, Harley 2788, f. 9v and 10v).
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verbally to fix the figures’ identification as the evangelists seems to have been contemporary with the 
drawing, the clarification was also cemented at a later stage : the names were traced over – or, in at least 
one case, probably first rendered – in darker ink similar to that used for highlights in Matthew’s face and 
pearls in his halo, as well as stippled into the entombment sketch16. Matthew appears as a seated, haloed 
human figure, cradling a closed codex in his left hand and raising his right hand as if blessing. John is 
an eagle holding a fish in its talons. Luke is a bull (not winged) and Mark’s designation is afforded an 
un-haloed, barefoot man, dressed in working clothes, holding the horns of the bull with both hands.

each of these motifs holds great interest in its implications for what the draftsperson might have seen, 
and as evidence for evaluating how Reims 8 fits into a larger network of gospel books made in Brittany 
proper or the loire region. to begin, as nees noted, the entombment vignette links Reims 8 with one of 
the most complex images in a Breton-loire manuscript : the passion sequence in angerS, bibliothèque 
municipale, ms. 24. this might suggest a concrete connection between these two books, keeping the 
source within the manuscript sphere, but it also might suggest a common source available to both 
draftsmen that need not have been book painting : wall painting is another possibility17. the coin, 
meanwhile, which boasts ridges around the edge and a notably detailed rendering of the tetrarchan 
headpiece, suggests the presence of a Roman find to copy directly, in contrast to the conventions of 
coins or medallions included in touronian manuscripts18. in other words, the possible sources for all 
the drawn elements in Reims 8 begin to lead outside of a closed circle of manuscripts, casting the book 
as a repository of other visual experiences19.

16. the tabulae were drawn first in the lighter brown ink and then traced over in the darker ink also used to highlight Mark’s 
right hand, and Matthew’s features and halo. the tracing is best visible to the left side of luke’s plaque. Matthew’s lettering, 
and possibly luke’s, seems to have been rendered originally in the dark ink, while John and Mark’s were retraced. an added 
text on f. 45v treating the grave of adam and location of calvary (close to Jerome’s Commentariorum in matheum, Book 4, 
commentary to 27, 33), also employs a darker ink, as does the musical addition on f. 67r, which both Meyer and stäblein dated 
to the tenth century, the latter noting a differing opinion for tenth/eleventh century dating (see below). the calvary text is writ-
ten in a different hand from the main gospels’ but loriquet considered it contemporary. i thank david ganz (cambridge) for 
confirming Loriquet’s judgment on the Calvary addition, and the probability of a date later than the main text’s for the name 
inscriptions, up to c. 1100 (personal communication, august 26, 2016). While it is worth considering whether the drawing was 
also added later than the main text was written, the presence of the over-tracing on both f. 49r and 68v in darker ink suggests 
that the original drawing preexisted the late eleventh-century annotations to the manuscript at the latest, and the tenth-century 
additions at the earliest (all of which employ dark ink). iconographic details of the entombment, along with Matthew and John 
as described below, all have analogues in Carolingian traditions that pose no difficulty in positing an early tenth-century date 
for the drawing. on the neumes : B. stäblein, Schriftbild der einstimmigen musik, leipzig, 1975 (Musikgeschichte in Bildern, 
3), p. 188 ; and c. Meyer, Catalogue des manuscrits notés du moyen Âge. Collections de Champagne-ardenne, turnhout, 2010 
(catalogue des manuscrits notés du Moyen Âge conservés dans les bibliothèques publiques de France, 2), p. 94.

17. For angerS, bibliothèque municipale, ms. 24 : la France romane au temps des premiers capétiens (987-1152), paris, 2005, 
cat. n° 8, p. 59 ; B. Kitzinger, « the liturgical cross and the space of the passion : the diptych of angers Ms 24 », in J. Mullins, 
J. ní ghrádaigh and R. Hawtree (ed.), Envisioning Christ on the Cross : Ireland and the Early medieval West, dublin, 2013, p. 141-
159. The diptych layout of the Angers image, in which the crucifixion occupies a double register on the verso while the separate 
episodes of deposition and entombment appear stacked on the recto, matches the spatial prominence of the crucifixion among other 
narrative scenes in old st. peter’s, along with later tenth- century monumental cases such as sant’urbano alla caffarella in Rome.

18. these are generally rendered without the same attention to physical attributes of actual coins, and their content is often 
selected along principles that have little to do with numismatic history. see i. garipzanov, The Symbolic language of autho-
rity in the Carolingian World (c. 751-877), leiden/Boston, 2008.

19. on the use of drawing as a record of sight and experience : l. v. geymonat, « drawing, Memory, and imagination in 
the Wolfenbüttel Musterbuch », in H. e. grossman and a. Walker (ed.), mechanisms of Exchange : Transmission in medieval 
art and architecture of the mediterranean, ca. 1000-1500, leiden, 2013, p. 220-285.
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Matthew and John’s figuration falls mostly comfortably into gospel manuscript tradition, although it still 
evinces a number of choices that are not obvious, and so distances the figures from a scenario of slavish 
copying. The eagle with the fish, as Florentine Mütherich described, is an antique motif that had currency 
in Insular and Carolingian gospel illumination, sometimes specifically as John’s symbol but generally 
more flexibly as a decorative component20. it is not what one would call common for John’s symbol, and 
must therefore be counted as a particular choice – perhaps indicative more of insular preferences than 
carolingian ones21. For Matthew, the draftsman might have seen a composition derived from any number 
of central carolingian manuscripts – beginning with the tradition of the godescalc evangelistary – PariS, 
bibliothèque nationale de France, n. a. lat. 1203 (cf. ff. 1r, 2r). Comparison with the Godescalc figures 
along with later tours productions offer possible parallels for the « blessing » hand’s position, in these 
cases with poised pen – e.g., PariS, bibliothèque nationale de France, lat. 261, f. 17v. this correspondence 
then suggests a pen either omitted in Reims, or actually subtracted in order to create a different kind of 
figure. Matthew’s figure blends types between an evangelist with open book, writing, and either an evan-
gelist with closed book, gesturing22, or perhaps a figure effecting transmission such as Peter in the St. 
vaast gospels held in Praha, Archiv Pražského hradu, cim 2, f. 82v. Broadly speaking, though, while the 
combination of a seated human Matthew and an eagle-with-fish for John mixes and matches among esta-
blished ideas in evangelist representation, both exist within the realm of continental book illumination.

By contrast, no ready source exists for the bull and the man that stand for Mark and luke in Reims 8. the 
most plausible explanation is that they quote a variation of an antique bull-human group such as Herakles 
and the Cretan Bull, or a pastoral or sacrificial scene23. Whether such a scene was available in a villa mosaic 
or a sculptural survival is uncertain, but it should certainly not be assumed that the group derives from a 
manuscript source. While one could easily imagine a model gospel manuscript that rendered luke’s bull 
in the full-bodied, wingless form – once again like the godescalc evangelistary’s –, the pair of such a bull 
with a figure like this « Mark »’s has no analogue known to me in a contemporary manuscript context. The 
postulate that we should  not immediately assume a manuscript source at all is bolstered here by physical 

20. F. Mütherich, « der adler mit dem Fisch », in H. Roth (ed.), Zum Problem der Deutung frühmittelalterlicher bildin-
halte, sigmaringen, 1986, p. 317-340.

21. In the book of Armagh the eagle-with-fish is deployed twice, both times as John’s evangelist symbol (Dublin, Trinity 
College library, 52, f. 32v and 90r). the variant of the eagle and the snake is used for John in the Metz gospels held in paris 
(bibliothèque nationale de France, lat. 9388, f. 150v). In the Loire valley context, the eagle and fish creates the major initial 
to luke’s prologue in Fitzwilliam 45-1980 (f. 87v).

22. the godescalc evangelistary again compares well : Matthew cradles his open book, while Mark curls his left hand 
around an inkwell.

23. The greatest obstacle to a satisfactory match among the possibilities I have identified is the man’s double-fisted hold 
on both the bull’s horns. second-century Herakles compositions such as the mosaics from saint-paul-lès-Romans in sou-
thern Gaul or from Liria in Spain consistently show the man’s left hand on the horn and right hand on the nose. Sacrificial 
compositions such as a tiberian altar relief held at the vatican position men behind bulls (unlike the Herakles examples), but 
also limit the grip to a single horn. The five Provençale examples of Dares and Entellus (aeneid V) give a stance with raised 
fists and a man behind a bull, but the poses are quite different from Reims. The tunic approximates attendant figures, as in 
the circus mosaic from Lyon, but the heroic scenes all work with nude figures. See, e.g., H. Lavagne, recueil général des 
mosaïques de la gaule [rgm], t. 3/3 (Province de Narbonnaise), paris, 2000, n° 554, p. 85-90, pl. XiX ; and n° 857, p. 286-
291, pl. Xcv. H. stern, rgm, t. 2/1 (Province de lyonnaise), paris, 1967, n° 73, p. 63-69, pl. lii. F. Fless, opferdiener und 
Kultmusiker auf stadtrömischen historischen reliefs : Untersuchungen zur Ikonographie, Funktion und benennung, Mainz, 
1995, cat. 18, p. 106, pl. 38.1. other antique bull-man groups include the punishment of dirce, theseus and the Minotaur, and 
Mithraeum scenes. Rope appears looped around both a goat’s horns in the stuttgart psalter (Stuttgart, Württembergische 
landesbibliothek, cod. bibl. fol. 23), f. 75v.
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evidence. The figures of John and Matthew were worked out first in confident drypoint that is clearly visible 
when backlit (ill. 61), which implies they may have actually been traced from a model – to which we must 
then attribute the muddy type of Matthew. By contrast, the bull-man group was rendered only in ink, a cir-
cumstance that would be consistent with translation from one medium to another24.

if the Mark-luke group cannot derive from the context of an evangelist portrait, arguably it does not 
belong in this position at all. in Reims 8, though, the pair was given a place in a gospel context, with a 
clear function as two evangelist symbols ratified by the naming plaques. The bull-man group and the 
desire for evangelist figures seem to form a marriage of convenience25. one or two happy resonances 
could be cited : if the bull group is ultimately antique, as seems likely, it echoes the tetrarchan coin as 
a Roman presence in the codex26. The combination of solutions for the four evangelist figures includes 
a balance between the human forms of Matthew and Mark and the symbol forms of luke and John. 
the fact remains, though, that the evangelist representatives were cobbled together, as were the other 
drawings : no tightly developed program defines the visual side of Reims 8 as a whole. The coin and 
the entombment have nothing directly to do with the Marcan text at the juncture they appear ; they may 
best be understood as a cross-reference to the ‘Render unto caesar’ parable of Mark 12, which includes 
a dead son27. the beautifully modeled acanthus leaf and the scrolling panel below recall ivory carving, 
even while the beast’s head sprouting vine scrolls in the lower right-hand corner is closer to motifs 
common in Breton gospel illumination28. adding these latter components to an account of f. 68v, the 
Reims gospels gain still more the character of a collection, including motifs marshaled from different 
media and models.

24. To facilitate possible comparison with other extant compositions : the Matthew figure measures 8,5 x 8 cm and the John 
6 x 5,5 cm. the bull-man group measures 9,5 x 10,2 cm.

25. Folio 68 is extremely lightly ruled – almost no horizontal ruling is visible, in fact. it is thus not impossible that the 
drawings pre-existed the use of the parchment for the gospel quire – especially the bull-man group, as this seems to have been 
set down before Matthew (whose seat intersects it). in view of the large space left beneath the text, one possible scenario has 
the bull-man group preexisting the drypoint drawing, which was added when the space was clearly free and the desideratum 
of evangelist figures was decided, with the name plaques added last to avoid any confusion. The acanthus and vine-scroll pla-
que may have been added to serve as a kind of groundline for the bull-man group. ornamental panels appear beneath luke’s 
portrait in CambriDge, Fitzwilliam museum, 45-1980 (f. 87r), John’s in lonDon, british library, egerton 609 (f. 78v), and 
occasionally in the touronian tradition (e.g., the Bible of san paolo fuori le Mura, f. 287v, beneath John).

26. this attention to the church’s seat would, in turn, provide another resonance with angerS, bibliothèque municipale, 
ms. 24, whose colophon links the book to Rome. on the angers colophon, see donatien de Bruyne, « gaudiosus. un vieux 
libraire romain », revue bénédictine, 30 (1913), p. 343-345.

27. if an exegetical connection emerges through further study it is likely to be regional. Mark 4 did not attract intense 
patristic attention. Both augustine and Bede focus on the meaning of the parable for the individual soul, Bede bringing in 
the division of the Jews into believers and non-believers and augustine dwelling on the context of persecution. augustine, 
Enarrationes in Psalmos, psalm 90, sermo 1, 8, ed. e. dekkers and J. Fraipont, turnhout, 1956 (CCSl, 39), p. 1260 ; Bede, 
In marci evangelium expositio i, 4, ed. d. Hurst, turnhout, 1960 (CCSl, 120), p. 479-488.

28. For the beast’s head, e.g., angerS, bibliothèque municipale, ms. 24, f. 40r. a variation with sharper teeth and tongue 
appears in reimS, bibliothèque municipale, ms. 8 itself, in the « B » initial of f. 3r. ivory examples for rinceaux panels positio-
ned specifically below figures include the ivories of the Evangelium Longum (Sankt gallen, Stiftsbibliothek, 53). abundant 
parallels exist for the interlocking vines, also including animal forms. see, e.g., the covers of paris, bibliothèque nationale 
de France, lat. 9388 and lat. 9393 ; and the side panel of the Tournus flabellum. Adolph Goldschmidt (in conversation with 
Wilhelm Koehler) connected with tours several examples of vine scrolls ending in beasts’ heads : a. goldschmidt, Die El-
fenbeinskulpturen aus der Zeit der karolingischen und sächischen Kaiser VIII.-XI. Jahrhundert, t. 1, Berlin/oxford, 1969, 
n° 179 and 180, pl. lXXXiii.
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in the Fitzwilliam gospels, the unconventional blending of types – and sophisticated painting tech-
nique – in the frontispiece creates a strong and coherent statement engaging such themes as the trans-
mission of the gospels and the centrality of christ’s ecclesiastical surrogates. the Reims 8 harmony 
image cannot unequivocally be read as a similarly considered composition. depending on the angle 
from which one approaches the book, however, the improvisatory nature of the drawing does not 
detract from its power of representation. the constitution of the manuscript may well not have been 
as its community ideally would have wished. in the upheaval around 923 there may not have been any 
coherent gospel models to hand, or any the bookmakers wished to copy. then again, perhaps someone 
saw a virtue in maintaining diversity when depicting the evangelists. someone certainly took the occa-
sion to think with a pen : the lines along the bull’s ribs and the seeming cross of Matthew’s legs reveal 
a draftsperson working through form. seen overall as an act of creative constitution, the evangelists 
page has much in common with the Fitzwilliam gospels, in that various types were combined to make 
a new, particular whole.

the manuscript’s assemblage of motifs can be read as evidence of compositional process, commu-
nicating something about what the book meant to its community at various points in time. Because the 
visual elements of Reims 8 are constituted as they are, they open an avenue along which to consider 
surviving illumination as representation representative of the book itself as an entity, rather than just 
strictly as representation of the subjects depicted. precisely because the Reims evangelists image is so 
eclectic and raw, it invites consideration of the decisions that generated it. perhaps more essentially, 
it reveals the clarity of desire to have the evangelist figures be part of the book. Whether the drawings 
pre-existed the compilation of the gospel book or whether they were pulled together to fill this spot, 
someone recognized that even the most surprising motifs were appropriate enough to play the part of 
the four evangelists. Moreover, someone used them to exercise the principle that a full, fine gospel 
book wants a representation of its authors, if such an image can possibly be had.

Two further figures in Reims 8 prompt consideration of concept and desire in the constitution of a 
full gospel manuscript : another marginal drawing on f. 49r and one on f. 67r, both of which have been 
scratched out (ill. 59 and 62). Above the coin and entombment, a haloed, skirted figure in orans posi-
tion was scratched out of the right-hand margin parallel to the parable of the sower who scatters some 
seeds in fertile ground and others in stone (Mark 4, 3). Effaced as it is, this figure remains to a certain 
extent recognizable within a constellation of forms from manuscripts with related provenance : the low 
setting of the figure’s arms recalls the crucified Christs in Breton productions troYeS, médiathèque 
du grand Troyes, ms. 960, and the Milizac cross ; along with the christ in a maiestas from another 
manuscript i will discuss below (cf. ill. 63)29. on f. 67r, in the margin of Mark 16, 6 – the angel’s 
address to the Maries at the tomb –, appears a much less legible figure (ill. 62). He seems to have had 
a long striated skirt and a dropped wing. in the lower margin appears a neumed alleluia chant for the 
first Sunday after Easter30.

in contrast to the coin and entombment in the bas-de-page on f. 49r, these two marginal drawings 
may relate directly to the texts beside them. Because the figure on f. 49r approximates that of Christ in 
other contexts, it is tempting to associate him with the speaker of the parable. the most logical reading 
of the figure on f. 67r, when its surviving contours are coupled with its position, is that of the angel 

29. For reproductions of both troYeS, médiathèque du grand Troyes, ms. 960 and the Milizac cross, see B. Kitzinger, 
« troyes, Bibliothèque municipale ms. 960… », op. cit.

30. For the chant, see note 16. the striated skirt recalls irish examples such as st. gall, stiftsbibliothek, cod. sang. 60, 
p. 4; cf. ill. 29.
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speaking to the women. the possibility emerges of a pattern by which someone marked out notable 
moments of speech with a marginal sketch31. However paradoxically, the two additions most concei-
vable as visual commentary are the ones that were effaced – the figure on f. 49r markedly deliberately, 
with short gouging strokes that, luckily, left his silhouette still legible.

In its two ghostly figures, Reims 8 presents a context in which to think about how manuscript pro-
grams change by detraction, even as it also prompts reflection on gospel program as a product of some-
times-erratic compilation. it is not known who objected to the sketches and why. some context exists 
for discussing the alteration of Breton manuscripts in england, as louis lemoine noted regarding the 
next example, but Reims 8 apparently never left the continent32. in the absence of evidence that could 
contribute to greater orientation of Reims 8 in specific social histories, it is still worth observing that, 
like the constitution of the evangelists page, the subtraction of the marginal designs remains an index 
of someone’s priorities for how this one manuscript should represent the gospels33.

the maiestas intended to introduce John in the ninth-century Breton Bodmin gospels – lonDon, 
british library, add. 9381 – remains to us as an evocative nexus of creation and destruction (ill. 63). 
the Bodmin gospels has been celebrated for its added manumissions but is not known for its deco-
ration – probably in large part because while the elegant quincunx frame for the maiestas survives, 
the meat of the image has been erased34. in its juxtaposition of roundels, the Bodmin maiestas 
shares a base composition with the Breton Harkness gospels in new York – Public library, Ma 
115, ill. 1 –, and with the maiestas agni in the somewhat later and unlocalized Mcclean Ms 19 held 
at the Fitzwilliam Museum35. Because the figures were rubbed out, much of the argument about how 

31. if it is a pattern, it is a short one : the only remaining sketch that might participate is a lumpy hand pointing away from 
the text at the transition from luke 8 to luke 9 (f. 82r). this addition is most worth noting because a parable of the sower 
appears also in luke 8, 5-15.

32. Jonathan alexander described the alteration of the leofric gospels by addition, the beast-headed portraits augmented 
in the eleventh century by more familiar writing evangelists : J. alexander, medieval Illuminators and their methods of Work, 
new Haven/london, 1992, p. 77, 82 and 168, n. 34. louis lemoine commented on the defaced Bodmin gospels (see below) 
as a probable shock to english sensibilities : l. lemoine, « contribution à la reconstitution… », op. cit., p. 266.

33. Michael Camille reflects upon destruction as an act of representation in M. Camille, « Obscenity Under Erasure : Cen-
sorship in Medieval illuminated Manuscripts », in J. Ziolkowski (ed.), obscenity : Social Control and artistic Creation in the 
European middle ages, leiden, 1998, p. 139-154, at p. 140.

34. H. Jenner, « the Manumissions in the Bodmin gospels », Journal of the royal Institution of Cornwall, 71 (1924), 
p. 235-260. to the corpus of Breton manuscripts with erasure should be added lonDon, british library, egerton 609, whose 
surviving portraits of Mark and John are mostly intact but both display damage (to Mark’s figure broadly and John’s face 
particularly, f. 45v and 78v) ; and PariS, bibliothèque nationale de France, lat. 13169, which bears evidence both of planning 
and effacement in the Marcan beast’s head partially executed below the prologue explicit (f. 51v). this manuscript, whose 
provenance includes saint-serge in angers in the eleventh century and notre-dame in Mans in the twelfth, has an invocation 
of the seven sleepers in common with reimS, bibliothèque municipale, ms. 8 (lat. 13169’s added in a marginal note beside 
the first canon table, f. 8v ; Reims 8’s in a late eleventh- or early twelfth-century colophon, f. 111r). The present account of 
lonDon, british library, add. 9381 corrects my characterization of the maiestas as planned but not executed : B. Kitzinger, 
« troyes, Bibliothèque municipale ms. 960… », op. cit., p. 40, n. 19, which followed Bernhard Bischoff, noting louis 
lemoine’s judgment of erasure : B. Bischoff, Katalog der festländischen Handschriften des neunten Jahrhunderts (mit 
ausnahme der wisigotischen), Wiesbaden, 2004, t. 2, n° 2357, p. 93. unlike the orans figure of Reims 8, the erasure in 
additional 9381 is so complete in the upper roundels that the parchment is polished smooth and moving toward translucence.

35. on the Harkness gospels : c. R. Morey, e. K. Rand and c. H. Kraeling, « the gospel-Book of landévennec (the 
Harkness gospels) in the new York public library », art Studies, 8/2 (1931), p. 225-286 ; and Jonathan alexander’s cata-
logue entry in J. alexander, J. Marrow and l. Freeman sandler, The Splendor of the Word : medieval and renaissance man-
uscripts in the New York Public library, new York, 2005, cat. n° 6, p. 45-50. on CambriDge, Fitzwilliam museum, Mcclean 
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the Bodmin image was supposed to represent its subject is impaired, but a fair amount of informa-
tion remains.

First of all, through its placement we can approach the issue of how the composition was meant to 
work within the gospel book. the Harkness maiestas works like Fitzwilliam 45-1980’s frontispiece, 
stating a premise of gospel harmony at the front of the codex. By delaying the image of harmony 
and authorship, the Bodmin program instead pulls John to the fore in a fashion unique among survi-
ving ninth-century Breton examples36. information about the conception of this image remains in the 
damaged surface as well. the lower two roundels in the quincunx were not as thoroughly effaced as 
the two upper ones. The trace of their figures affords the knowledge that the evangelists in the Bodmin 
gospels were beast-headed after the Breton fashion. as in the Harkness gospels and Boulogne 8, the 
Bodmin evangelist figures held tablets. Close attention reveals that the central figure in Bodmin had 
his hands outstretched in a position much like the small figure in Reims : the erasure of the long fingers 
where they overlapped the roundel is well visible ; the right thumb protruded upward. the shape of 
the figure’s striped skirt parallels that of the Reims figure and the Harkness Christ. Examination under 
UV light confirms that he once wore a stole, as in the Harkness Gospels – where Christ is also shod –, 
with balls and tassels at the ends37. the argument of the image thus combined gospel harmony with an 
ecclesiological emphasis.

The clarity of Christ’s sacerdotal figure in New York throws into relief the radical equivocation 
of the Fitzwilliam frontispiece, while revealing commonalities of conception between the two. Both 
demonstrate, through differing means, similar priorities of self-reflexive representation for the gospel 
book-as-book, its multiple accounts unified by Christ’s person and story. While Fitzwilliam’s emphasis 
fell on the passion, Harkness’ statement of gospel harmony appears in the inscriptions on the evange-
lists’ plaques, which each proclaim Christ’s resurrection (ill. 1). The priestly dress of all five figures 
in New York allies with the central figure in Cambridge in affiliating the ecclesiastical present with 
representatives of the christian past and future. also related to cambridge, where the entire codex is 
drawn into a structural argument of gospel harmony, the self-reflexive strain in Harkness appears in a 
blend of figural and physical argument. While Matthew’s Man faces forward, mirroring both Christ’s 
human form and his posture, Mark, luke and John face the beginning of the gospel text. this exercise 
of the manuscript opening carries the image’s statement of unity and testimony over to the instance of 
the gospels at hand, integrating the codex’s text and image by way of the book’s very structure.

In the Bodmin Gospels, the lower roundels suggest that the attention of all the evangelist figures tur-
ned toward the center, making the image more self-contained than Harkness’ maiestas, which works 
across the gutter ; or Boulogne 8’s prologues, where word and figure are integrated in the design of 
single pages. Another kind of self-reflexive pictorial representation appears, however, in the two small 
figures flanking the central roundel of the Bodmin maiestas. these hold out their arms in a position 

19 : l. nees, « Between carolingian and Romanesque in France : cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, Ms Mcclean 19 and its 
Relatives », in s. panayotova (ed.), The Cambridge Illuminations : The Conference Papers, london, 2007, p. 31-43.

36. the Mcclean image shares Bodmin’s position before John, suggesting a tradition for the placement in Frankish lands, 
at least somewhat later. For ottonian examples of this structure, see J. o’driscoll, « visual vortex : an epigraphic image 
from an ottonian gospel Book », Word and Image, 27/3 (2011), p. 309-321.

37. The iconography of the priestly evangelists fitted with stoles is the central subject of Besseyre’s discussion. It is not 
certain whether the evangelists also wore stoles in lonDon, british library, Add. 9381. The vested figure of Christ himself in 
the Bodmin gospels comes particularly close to the lombard Ratchis altar in cividale, which Besseyre discusses as a locus 
of visual reflection on Christ’s priesthood. The motif of stoles suggested to Besseyre possible exchange between Breton and 
visigothic or lombard artists.
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that mirrors the central figure’s38. the two vignettes model attention to the gospels by people who are 
not embedded in the subject matter or the story of scriptural transmission – people who stand rather 
in a tradition of receiving the gospels and bearing witness to their meaning and presence within the 
church. as the defacement of the page itself attests, such witness might at times take the form of 
violent correction to components of a book that so precisely embodied the wishes and aesthetic of one 
community as to spark repudiation in another.

the manumissions in the Bodmin gospels represent the book in its evolving place and time no less 
than its maiestas does : each addition testifies to the growing role of the manuscript as a repository of 
binding contracts that had especially profound effect on the lives of people around it39. Reims 8 is also 
a manuscript that demonstrates how fluid a space the gospel book could be, and how representative 
of a community in flux. By the twelfth century heavy exegetical glosses had been added to the book, 
including some that have been considered deeply tied to saint-thierry40. song was added, likely quite 
shortly after the scribe finished the primary text, sketches were added and taken away ; a document 
of pressing current events was added. each of these actions amounts to a process of representation, 
defining the character of this one gospel book as a whole and the way it was made to present scripture 
within its community.

one classic self-referential representation of a book exists in Reims 8 : the bound and ornamented 
codex cradled by Matthew. this detail participates in the long tradition of gospel illumination that 
makes a theme of honoring the entity of the book itself as the means of scriptural transmission and a 
focus of cult. However, the rest of the eclectic gathering of image and text throughout the manuscript 
also represents the entity of a gospel book – a site of thinking, of documentation, of remembering what 
has been seen, and integrating all these things into the codex that provides the gospels to its church. 
as such, the Reims example stands with the more programmatic Breton cases – and more luxurious 
traditions of illumination – in affirming that the gospel genre amounts to the concentration of the gene-
ral into the particular. each manuscript embodies the instantiation of a larger concept, the gospel, as 
it was made available by and for communities through processes of design, compilation, and reaction 
that remain visible even when their historical circumstances elude us. in its surviving state the illumi-
nated codex comes to represent those processes, which, in turn, become representations of the gospel 
genre itself.

38. in view of the known relationships between Brittany and the insular world it is worth noting that the same orans posture 
occurs several times in the ninth-tenth century scottish Book of deer (CambriDge, University library, ii.6.32).

39. on the cultic and communal status of gospel books, see especially M. Brown, The book and the Transformation of 
britain, c. 550-1050, london, 2011, p. 44-56 and p. 85-98.

40. Michel de lemps posited that William of saint-thierry wrote several annotations himself (Trésors). Broadly on the 
culture of commentary at saint-thierry : J. leclerq, « livres et lectures à saint-thierry au xiie siècle », in M. Bur (ed.), Saint-
Thierry, une abbaye du vie au xxe siècle, saint-thierry, 1979, p. 101-111.
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ill. 58. Breton gospels, boulogne-Sur-mer, bibliothèque municipale, ms. 8, f. 8r (cl. Bibliothèque des 
annonciades de Boulogne-sur-Mer).
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ill. 59. saint-thierry gospels, reimS, bibliothèque municipale, ms. 8, f. 49r (cl. author, by permission of the Bibliothèque 
municipale de Reims).
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ill. 60. saint-thierry gospels, reimS, bibliothèque municipale, ms. 8, f. 68v-69r (cl. author, by permission of the 
Bibliothèque municipale de Reims).

ill. 61. saint-thierry gospels, reimS, bibliothèque municipale, 
ms. 8, f. 58v, detail (cl. author, by permission of the Bibliothèque 
municipale de Reims).
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ill. 62. saint-thierry gospels, reimS, bibliothèque municipale, ms. 8, f. 67r (cl. author, by permission of the Bibliothèque 
municipale de Reims).



314 illuStrationS

ill. 63. Bodmin gospels, lonDon, british library, add. 9381, f. 108v (cl. the British library).



Correction to layout error, Ill. 59: Reims, BM, MS 8, fol. 49r.
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